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Take with you some good books, decent walking shoes (the island is best explored on foot) and
little hotel with charming rooms, a magnificent suite, arty touches and a slightly
plenty of sunscreen. And then go with the flow. Everything about this little island just o the Turkish
oriental
flavour.
coast
is quiet
and peaceful: people are friendly; the atmosphere is magical. Kastelorizo made
Parisian architect Marie Rivalant fall in love three times: first with the island itself, then with a man
living there and finally with an old, waterfront house. So she moved to the island, married the man,
and bought the house. Luckily for us, she decided to turn the house into a little hotel, and did so
without trying to make an architectural or design statement. The house was charming enough as it
was, and Marie wisely kept it that way, adding just colour, arty bathrooms and oriental details, all
giving it a touch of the exotic. Bedrooms are spread over two floors, several light and airy ones
facing the sea, and others that have a more oriental feel, with mattresses on a sleeping platform. A
magnificent suite occupies the ground floor. Breakfast, a blend of Greek, French and Turkish
delicacies, is served on the terrace, and during the day you can sunbathe in front of the house and
dip into the clear waters.

What makes it special to me

But what you should keep in mind

I love the simple, unpretentious atmosphere of hotel Mediterraneo
and the waterfront location is great; it basically feels like having an
immense pool at your doorstep. You can swim across the bay to have a
drink at the little bar (the hotspot on the island) right across.

Don't expect luxury. I was perfectly comfortable, but if you prefer
luxury hotels you may find the comfort too basic. Minor detail:
bathrooms don't have doors, but curtains for privacy. The sound
insulation between the interconnecting rooms is not optimal.
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